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Laser Ablation for Direct ICP and ICP-MS Analysis
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La~er ablation eliminates lengthy sample preparation steps normally required for analyzing
solids by ICP and ICP-MS, offering an option for spatially resolved analysis ofisolated small
features on aheterogeneous solid sample surface, while allowing precision depth sampling
and profiling.
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Wavelen?th-~ca~n~d C~Vity Ring Down Spectroscopy can combine the pptsensitivity
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Choice ofMFCs for test stands must ensure accuracy atdifferent flow rates and consider
turndown and calibration
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How Stanford University engineers met the challenge offinding an ALD valve with sufficient speed and purity that was able tomeet temperature and reactive chemical demands
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Software for predictive modeling oftoxin migration and lethality within building structures tooptimize the placement ofCB sensors inbuildings, transportation hubs, and other
public venues
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Executive Views: Regulations for Non-Refillable Gas Cylinders
LELAND 5TANFORD

After September 11, 2001, new regulations were needed toallow non-refillable gas cylinders tobe transported by boat or by air
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Regulations for Non-Refillable Gas Cylinders
LELAND STANFORD

After September 11, 2001, new regulations were needed to allow
non~refillable gas cylinders to be transported by boat or by air.
rans-filling gasesinto disposable cylinders has long
been a sma" industry that has taken on new meaning in the last several years.Government regulators
and customers have voiced strong concerns for travel
safety and regulatory standing in an industry that is
growing fast.
Disposable n~n-refillable cylinders are segregated
by Hazardous Materials Regulation (HMR) 49 CFR into
two groups; those that are over 4 fluid ounces of water
capacity; and those that are less than that. Over 25
years ago the FAAopted to regulate over water flights
to have specific safety items for passengers, namely
inflatable life jackets. These have been made ever
since to the FAA's Te~hnical Standard Order (TSO)C13.
That action put about 1 million inflatable life jackets in
the air, each containing 2 cylinders of 16g CO 2 ,
The United States Coast Guard (USCG) during that
same period was pressured by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), National SafeBoating Council
and many industry safety advocates to get inflatable
life jackets approved for recreational marine use in
North America. The regulatory process was hampered
by shifting design themes for over 10 years, but finally
in 1996, the USCG put o~t a Notice of Proposal R.ule
Making (NPRM) in the Federal Register to allow the
inflatable life jackets to be used as an approved device.
That action instantly created a need to transport disposable gas-filled cylinders in all modes of transportation.

Figure 1. This 74g

CO2

filled, 98ml disposable cylinder is

fitted with a puncture surface at the narrow end. Being

1.5" diameter x 5.2" long, this cylinder is at "thelimit for
the DOT exception status as a 'Limited Quantity' according to 49 CFR.
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Zeroing gases and calibration gases of certain purities have also been filled into these mass produced disposables used primarily for hand-held equipment. Gas
monitor use in industry has ramped up since OSHAhas
been enforcing air monitoring in the workplace over
the last sixyears.This hasalso significantly increasedthe
need to transport and in some cases, carry disposable
cartridges on board aircraft.

Figure 2. "Smallas' a pencil eraser" was the requirement
put forth to the author in 1999... "and fill it to 3000 psi

of Argon" became a standard product which the US
medical field uses in many devices today.

The medical industry has also demanded truly miniature disposables filled with helium, argon and nitrogen to pressures over 3,000 psi. Leland Limited Inc. of
New Jersey has pioneered these mini cartridges with
regards· to high quality mass production techniques,
but quickly recognized that the regulatory arena was
yet to be conquered. Drug delivery devices using a gas
cartridge have been around for some time; however,
the new-age marketing departments of these disposable device manufacturers called for non-restrictive
movement for its customers. The burden of the .regulatory quagmire shifted to the gas cylinder manufacturer/filler, Leland.
Going to Washington. DC just after September 11,
·2001 to discuss easing regulations for non-refillable
gas cylinders was not for the faint of heart. The then
newly formed Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) was seemingly scrutinizing every substance
Continuedon page 33
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There were likely dozens of petitioning
known to man that could in some way
be used against the us. The Department entities for the cause, however, their idenof Transportation (DOT) offices at that tities may never be known.
Early in January of 2003 Leland was
time, especially the Research and Special Programs Administration, had DHS contacted by DHSto discuss what potential dangers existed in the disposable gaspersonnel concerned and focused on the
safety of hazardous materials' movement filled cylinder industry and specifically, if
in, through, and out of the US.
airline passengers should be allowed to
Leland understood that restricting the
include such products for transportation
movement of certain disposable gas-filled
by the airlines. Clearly, progress was in
cylinders meant consumers and techni- the wind.
cians who relied on these gases would
On February 23, 2003 the Federal Regcausetheir usesto decreasethus affecting
ister Vol. 68 No. 40 (9735) was published:
their effectiveness. It was as simple as a Docket No. RSPA-2003-"'4424, Notice No.
boat owner desiring to take CO2 powered
03-2. It is entitled "Research and Special
life jackets on vacation or a technician
Programs Administration. Hazardous
going to a facility to monitor air samples. Materials: Formal Interpretation". The
Fortunately, President George Bush and
document Clarified that essentially when
his father like to go fishing and they are someone travels and needs to bring a gas
regular users of inflatable life jackets and
filled cylinder, it must be properly marked,
advocates of boati ng safety.
labeled, classified and packaged in accorKnowing this, Leland was relentless in
dance with 49 CFR and when the airline
pushing the issue, which was essential to
issuesa claim check for the bag/package,
get the DOT to make a formal interpre- they then are responsible in the same way
tation of how 49 CFR affects airline pas- as when they accept air cargo in accorsengers,their carry-ons and their checked
dance with the CFR.
baggage. Other interested parties includMost disposable gas cylinders filled
ed the CGA due to the use of oxygen by with non-toxic and non flammable gases
passengers and the DHS,specificaHyTSA. that are properly packaged and labeled,

can be placed in checked baggage. It is
always best to contact the airline ticket
counter and to speak with a supervisorfar
in advance of your travel day to become
aware of that particular airline's documentation requirement. Failing to declare a
hazardous substance to an airline is a
felony with large fines.
Since the publishing of the Federal
Register, The TSA announced on August
4,2007 that passengers could bring life
jackets with 2 spare CO2 filled cylinders on
board in carry-on luggage. It is an incremental step towards small gas packages
being transported and the increased use
of gases in a wide range of industries. G&I
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